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ABSTRACT
Applying privilege separation in software development is an effec-
tive strategy for limiting the damage of an attack on a software
system. In this approach, a software system is separated into a
set of communicating protection domains of least privilege. In a
privilege-separated system, even if one protection domain is hi-
jacked by an attacker, the rest of the system may still function.

uPro is a tool that provides efficient and flexible enforcement of
privilege separation. It adopts software-based fault isolation to im-
plement protection domains in the user-space so that inter-domain
communication is efficient. It provides a declarative language to
describe an application’s security architecture, facilitating develop-
ers to identify different architecture alternatives. The evaluation
shows that real applications can be ported to uPro with enhanced
security, acceptable performance, and declarative architectures.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Software]: Operating Systems—Security and Protection

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Privilege separation, declarative security architecture, SFI

1. INTRODUCTION
Software security becomes increasingly important as the com-

plexity and size of software systems grow. Applying the principle
of least privilege [39] in software development is an effective way
to improve software security. In this design, modules of a soft-
ware application are put into separate protection domains so that
the compromise of one domain does not directly lead to the com-
promise of other domains. Each domain is given only necessary
privileges to complete its task. Privileges are added as needed and
discarded after use. In this way, if one domain is hijacked, the at-
tacker is restricted by the privileges of that specific domain.
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This software design principle, calledprivilege separation(or
compartmentalization), has been adopted by many security-critical
applications. As one example, Provos restructured OpenSSH into
an architecture with one privileged server process and many un-
privileged monitor processes for handling user connections [35].
Similarly, the Chromium browser puts the browser kernel into one
process and separates each tab’s complex rendering engine into a
sandboxed process ([11, 36]).

Traditionally, a common approach to privilege separation is to
use OS processes. However, as pointed out by Krohnet al. [25],
the security abstractions of commodity OSes often get in the way of
realizing privilege separation. A number of research systems aimed
to address the insufficiency of commodity-OS isolation primitives
by implementing new OSes or augmenting OS kernels ([16, 49,
26, 12, 45]). These systems’ practicality has been demonstrated on
real-world applications.

Despite the success of past research, applying privilege separa-
tion to modern software is still a daunting task. A couple of factors
contribute to the difficulty.

• Performance overhead. Many privilege-separated systems
map protection domains to OS processes. Since the perfor-
mance overhead of inter-process communication (IPC) is sig-
nificant, this approach is unsuitable for many situations. For
example, software applications such as web browsers often
allow third-party plug-ins to run in the same address space
as the main application. Isolating these plug-ins in separate
processes would be better for security, but the use of IPC for
communication would be too costly.

• Declarative security architectures. An application’s security
architecture refers to how it is structured into protection do-
mains and what privileges each domain owns (e.g., allowed
communications with other domains). The security archi-
tecture is usually not static and often needs adjustments to
balance between security and performance and to respond
to new security threats. Unfortunately, there is no systematic
tool that developers can use to describe an application’s secu-
rity architecture in a high-level, impeding their description.

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of of a
software tool titled uPro (for user-space Protection), which makes
it easier for the adoption of privilege separation by addressing the
above limitations. Specifically, uPro’s design is based on two sim-
ple ideas. The first idea is to adopt a notion ofuser-space protec-
tion domainsthat are isolated in a single process via software-based
fault isolation (SFI [43]). The second idea is to providea declar-
ative languagefor explicitly modeling an application’s security ar-
chitecture. Compared to previous tools for enforcing privilege sep-
aration, uPro has the following advantages:



• Lightweight inter-domain communication. uPro’s user-
space protection domains reside in one address space so that
the context switches between domains do not need the whole
address space to be switched. It has better cross-domain
communication performance than IPC.

• Flexible configuration. uPro’s Security Architecture Lan-
guage (SAL) allows developers to describe their application’s
security architecture at a high-level via a declarative model.
Such a declarative model helps declare the security archi-
tecture and identify it. uPro also provides a tool for auto-
matically generating glue code between protection domains
based on the declarative model, implementing policy-based
inter-domain communication.

• No OS-kernel change.uPro has been implemented on top
of Linux. The implementation does not insert an OS kernel
module or modify the OS kernel code. It is completely im-
plemented in the user space.

Before proceeding, we stress that uPro is aboutenforcementof
privilege separation, rather than aboutpartitioningapplications into
least-privileged modules. uPro assumes an application has already
been partitioned into modules that are ready for being loaded into
protection domains. Given modules and a security architecture,
uPro enforces the architecture on the modules. How to split the
application into modules is out of the scope of this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
related work. Section 3 describes the design and implementation
of uPro. Evaluation of uPro is presented in section 4. We describe
future work in section 5 and conclude in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
uPro adopts SFI for isolation within the same process. Isola-

tion can be achieved in many other ways. We already mentioned
the OS-level approach that relies on process-level isolation. Ex-
ample systems in this category include Asbestos [16], HiStar [49],
Flume [26], Wedge [12], and Capsicum [45]. These systems’ man-
agement of privileges is flexible, allowing dynamic creation and
transfer of privileges, while uPro’s privileges are statically assigned
to modules. On the other hand, these systems modify the OS-kernel
for enforcing process-level privilege separation. In contrast, uPro
is a user-space framework and is portable across OSes. Isolation
can also be achieved throughlanguage-based isolation(e.g., [31,
30, 29, 24, 32, 48, 50]), which is fine-grained, portable, and flex-
ible. uPro’s isolation through SFI works at the binary-code level
and can sandbox components developed in different programming
languages. Another way is throughvirtual-machine isolation(e.g.,
[15]). But this approach is heavyweight in terms of time, space,
and communication costs. Finally,hardware-level protection do-
mainswithin a single address space have also been explored ([46,
33]). This approach is efficient, but is incompatible with commod-
ity hardware on which most user applications are running.

Software-based fault isolation (SFI) is a special form of inlined
reference monitors (IRM), which performs static rewriting to weave
security checks into the target application. IRMs have had a long
tradition ([43, 42, 27, 19, 47, 41, 10, 18, 7, 17, 8, 13, 9]). Re-
cent production-quality implementations of SFI from Google have
made it efficient [47], compatible with multiple hardware archi-
tectures [41], and compatible with dynamic code generation [10].
Instead of static rewriting, program shepherding [23] (as well as
systems in [40, 34]) relies on dynamic binary rewriting to enforce
security. One downside of dynamic rewriting is that the whole
dynamic optimization and monitoring framework is in the trusted

computing base (TCB), whereas in static rewriting a separate veri-
fier can be constructed to verify the result of static rewriting, thus
removing the rewriter out of the TCB.

uPro’s security architecture language, SAL, bears many similari-
ties to software Architecture Description Languages (ADL) studied
in the software-engineering community (e.g., [28, 21]). The main
difference is that most ADLs are designed for concerns such as per-
formance and conformance to standards, not system security. Be-
sides describing the architecture of the application, SAL is capable
of implementing Mandatory Access Control (MAC) since the dec-
laration of the policy-based inter-module invocation checks is also
embedded. Compared to other MAC implementations on Linux
(e.g., SELinux [6] and AppArmor [3]), uPro runs completely at
the user-space, sacrificing little performance while gaining poten-
tial OS portability.

XDR [4] and MiG [5] both define data types with annotated size
information to facilitate the RPC client and server stub code gen-
eration. SAL also applies annotated data types when generating
the cross-domain call (a kind of uPro inter-domain invocation, de-
scribed fully in section 3.4) stub code.

3. UPRO
Before discussing uPro’s design in detail, we give a quick over-

view of uPro and introduce a running example.

Overview of uPro. Figure 1 visualizes the phases and steps in-
volved to apply uPro to an application with a security architecture.
The first phase for a developer is to assemble a package from the
application’s source code. To assemble a package, the developer
first decides a security policy and performs manual partitioning of
the application so that the granularity of modules is sufficiently fine
to enforce the policy. The effort for partitioning may be small or
significant depending on the policy and the application. uPro treats
each file1 as a separate module. Therefore, the first step may in-
volve splitting a file into multiple smaller files. Some additional
code may also be necessary; for example, code for validating mes-
sages received from other modules may need to be added. After
this step, the application becomes a collection of modules.

In the second step, the developer models the application’s secu-
rity architecture through uPro’s SAL language. This step involves
explicit declaration of protection domains, privileges of domains,
execution units, the initial configuration, and other information.
The result of this step is a configuration file, which is a formal
documentation of the application’s security architecture.

Next, the developer can use a uPro toolcdcgen to generate stub
code for cross-domain calls. The stub code marshals function argu-
ments sent by a sender domain and performs unmarshalling in the
receiver domain.

The next step is to build object files from modules. Modules
that are loaded into the same protection domain, together with the
stub code generated bycdcgen, are compiled into one object file.
uPro relies on Native Client’s toolchain [47] for compiling source-
code modules to object files. Minor changes to the application’s
build script may be necessary. The resulting object files are SFI-
compliant, meaning their code obeys the SFI sandbox policy.

The above steps are about assembling an application package,
consisting of a set of object files and a configuration file. Given a
package, uPro’s loader loads it into an address space. The loader
performs initialization according to the configuration file, such as
constructing the initial protection domains, loading object files into

1Multiple source files can be grouped into a single file in practice
when demanding.



Figure 1: An overview of uPro.

the domains, setting up safe exits for domains, and constructing
initial execution units. The safe exits, calledtrampolines, are the
only ways that code in a protection domain can escape the protec-
tion domain to uPro’s runtime for requests such as inter-domain
communication.

A running example. We will use a simplified version of Linux
chfn (change finger) program to illustrate uPro’s components. It
is a command-line program that is used to change a user’s finger
information stored in/etc/passwd. Figure 2 shows the program’s
main files and the relationship between these files. The filecon-

trol.c takes user input and makes coordination. After the user
inputs the password,control.c invokes theauthenticate func-
tion in auth.c for password authentication. Theauthenticate
function computes the hash of the input password and compares
the result with the one stored in/etc/shadow. Note for security
Linux stores hashed passwords in a shadow password file, not in
/etc/passwd. If the authentication succeeds,control.c asks for
more user input about the finger information. It then invokes the
write_entry function inchinfo.c to modify the corresponding
entry in/etc/passwd.
chfn is a privileged program as it accesses system password

files. If all modules are put into one protection domain, a malicious
input might trigger a buffer overflow incontrol.c and allow an
attacker to access sensitive files. Therefore, one security goal is
to contain damages even when the code incontrol.c has been
hijacked by the attacker. We can achieve this goal by putting the
three modules into separate protection domains and restricting the
privileges ofcontrol.c so that it can only accept user input and
cannot directly perform privileged accesses.

3.1 Protection domains vs. execution units
An OS process combines aprotection domainwith an execu-

tion unit. It is a protection domain in that each process has its

Figure 2: chfn’s file structure.

own address space and privileges are associated with process IDs.
A process is also an execution unit in that each process runs as a
separate entity. However, bundling protection domains with execu-
tion units is unnecessary in situations where an application desires
only a new protection domain for isolating sensitive code; creating
an extra process would force the application to create an execu-
tion unit as a by-product. Takechfn as an example. Putting each
module into a process would create three processes, but it is suffi-
ciently enough to have just one execution unit whose control can
flow through three protection domains. Creating extra processes
would also necessitate some form of synchronization between exe-
cution units.

In uPro, protection domains and execution units are orthogonal
concepts. Protection domains can be created without creating new



execution units and vice versa. An execution unit is realized by an
OS thread, which is lightweight in both creation and scheduling.
On the other hand, there is no isolation among traditional threads;
all threads in one process share most of the resources (e.g., code,
data, and file descriptors). In uPro, isolation between threads is
provided by protection domains. In particular, protection domains
are realized through Software-based Fault Isolation (SFI), which
allows isolation in the same address space.

Separating these two notions makes it possible to combine pro-
tection domains and execution units in flexible ways. One such
combination allows a single-threaded program to execute in mul-
tiple protection domains. For instance, thechfn program can be
single-threaded but have three protection domains for the three mod-
ules. The single thread starts in the domain for thecontrol mod-
ule, and makes calls to other privileged domains. Another way of
combining protection domains and execution units is to allow mul-
tiple threads to run inside one protection domain. In uPro, a protec-
tion domain is a memory region of code and data and it accommo-
dates multi-threading. Of course, the problem of synchronization
between threads remains, as in the case without uPro.

DEFINITION 1. An execution unit is a schedulable unit in OS,
which can independently run.

DEFINITION 2. A protection domain is a memory region that
holds code and data and a set of privileges for the code. The code
portion and the data portion are disjoint. The code portion is read-
able and executable, but not writable. The data portion is readable
and writable, but not executable.

Through the SFI enforcement, code in a protection domain can
read/write memory contents only within the data portion. It can
only transfer control to addresses within the code portion, except
for a set of well-defined exit points (i.e., trampolines). At run-
time, the code region in each protection domain is executable-only
and the data region is non-executable, both enforced by the hard-
ware, thus resisting code-injection attacks (e.g., stack smashing).
Other types of attacks such as Jump-Oriented Programming [14]
and Non-control Data Attacks (e.g., by overrun the data controlling
branches) are not resisted by uPro.

Since they are orthogonal concepts, uPro manages the protection
domains and the execution units at runtime via separate data struc-
tures. The control structure for a protection domain stores entries
including its ID, the domain type (section 3.2), the sandbox size, an
array of references to the control structures of execution units that
can execute in the domain, and others. The control structure for an
execution unit stores entries including the ID, its type (section 3.2),
a cross-domain call (section 3.2 and 3.4) stack, and others.

3.2 Security architecture language
An application’s security architecture often plays a critical role

in achieving its security goal. However, designing an appropri-
ate security architecture is non-trivial. Developers often need to
balance multiple considerations, including security, performance,
and ease of migration from the existing architecture. Furthermore,
an application’s architecture may need adjustments to respond to
new security threats. An application may even need multiple ar-
chitectures to meet varying requirements on performance and se-
curity. For instance, Chromium provides users with command-line
switches to choose from several architectures, from everything in
one process to fine-grained separation [22]. Therefore, what is de-
sired is a mechanism that helps developers explore the architectural
design space and easily describe the alternative architectures.

To support declarative security architectures, uPro provides a
declarative Security Architecture Language (SAL). A SAL model

describes how an application is structured into protection domains
in terms of what modules should go into what domains, and what
privileges a domain owns. SAL offers flexibility to developers. As-
suming the application has been sufficiently partitioned, switching
to an alternative architecture involves changes at the model level
instead of the code level. Moreover, SAL provides a formal no-
tation for encoding architectural graphs. A SAL model conveys
the overall security architecture and is more concise and easier to
understand than the implementation.

At a high level, a SAL configuration provides three types of in-
formation for an application: (1) types of protection domains and
execution units used in the application; (2) the initial instances of
protection domains and execution units of the application; (3) en-
hanced type signatures of interface functions. The enhanced type
signatures of interface functions are used to generate stub code; ex-
amples will be given when we discuss the stub-code generation in
section 3.4. We next usechfn to illustrate how the first two types
of information can be specified in SAL.

Figure 3 presents two possiblechfn configurations in the SAL
syntax. The left column presents a three-domain configuration. For
each domain, the configuration declares its set of privileges, in-
cluding the set of OS system calls it can invoke, the set of allowed
inter-domain communications, the set of system files it can access,
and others. The three-domain configuration shows that aControl

domain is allowed to perform OS reads and writes, which are used
to interact withstdin and stdout. However, it is not allowed
to touch any system files. TheControl domain imports theau-
thenticate function fromAuth andwrite_entry from ChInfo.
Other external functions cannot be invoked byControl. An Auth

domain can read the/etc/shadow file, which stores users’ hashed
passwords. It exports theauthenticate function. Similarly, a
ChInfo domain is allowed to read and write the/etc/passwd file
and exports thewrite_entry function.

The three-domain configuration also declares an execution unit
EUChfn. An execution unit has one master domain and multiple
worker domains. An execution unit starts execution from themain

function of the master domain and may transfer the control in and
out of worker domains because of inter-domain communication.

SAL distinguishes betweentypesand instances. For instance,
Control is a protection-domain type and the application may cre-
ate several domain instances of the type. A configuration file in-
cludes aninit_config section for specifying the domains and ex-
ecution units created during initialization. The three-domain con-
figuration ofchfn specifies that acontrol domain of typeControl
is created. Argument “control.o” is the object file that should be
loaded into the domain. It is the compilation result ofcontrol.c

and is created when assembling thechfn package. The initial con-
figuration also specifies that anauth domain, achinfo domain,
and an execution unit should be created. When loading thechfn

application, uPro’s loader reads the configuration file and creates
the initial configuration according toinit_config.

Although having the notion of types does not help much inchfn,
it is useful when dynamic creation of domains and execution units
is necessary. When there is dynamic creation, it is impossible to
specify all instances statically. But since the number of types of
domains (or execution units) is usually fixed, we can specify those
types in the configuration file and allow dynamic creation of in-
stances of those types. As an example, in software systems that
support dynamic loading and unloading of plug-ins, in the simplest
case only one type of protection domains is needed for all plug-ins;
those plug-ins share the same set of privileges. Another example is
the Apache web server, which will be discussed later.

SAL helps developers describe the alternative security architec-



(a) A three-domain configuration ofchfn

PD_Type Control {

import = OS:{read, write},

Auth:{authenticate},

ChInfo:{write_entry};

sysfile = {};

}

PD_Type Auth {

import = OS:{open, close, read};

export = {authenticate};

sysfile = {"/etc/shadow"};

}

PD_Type ChInfo {

import = OS:{open, close, read, write};

export = {write_entry};

sysfile = {"/etc/passwd"};

}

EU_Type EUChfn {

Master={Control};

Workers={Auth,ChInfo};

}

init_config {

create control : Control("control.o");

create auth : Auth("auth.o");

create chinfo : ChInfo("chinfo.o");

create main : EUChfn(control, {auth, chinfo});

}

(b) A two-domain configuration ofchfn

PD_Type ControlAndChInfo {

import = OS:{open, close, read, write},

Auth:{authenticate};

sysfile = {"/etc/passwd"};

}

PD_Type Auth {

import = OS:{open, close, read};

export = {authenticate};

sysfile = {"/etc/shadow"};

}

EU_Type EUChfn {

Master={ControlAndChInfo};

Workers={Auth};

}

init_config {

create cac : ControlAndChInfo("cac.o");

create auth : Auth("auth.o");

create main : EUChfn(cac, {auth});

}

Figure 3: Two SAL configurations of chfn (the type signatures of interface functions are not included).

tures, facilitating them to explore the design space of an appli-
cation’s security architectures. Forchfn, the simplest one is to
put all modules into one protection domain, but it does not of-
fer much security. We have discussed a three-domain configura-
tion for chfn. Another configuration is presented in the right col-
umn of Figure 3. In this two-domain configuration,control.c
andchinfo.c are put into one domain, andauth.c is in a sepa-
rate domain. This configuration results in better efficiency because
there is no need to cross domains whencontrol.c invokes the
write_entry function. The downside is that it is less secure be-
cause a vulnerability incontrol.c may cause leak of informa-
tion in /etc/passwd. Note in both configurations, an attacker
can tamper with/etc/passwd. Even in the three-domain config-
uration, the attacker can issuewrite_entry requests after taking
over thecontrol.c domain. If that is a concern, developers can
restructurechfn in the following way:control.c cannot invoke
write_entry directly and has to send both the password and the
new finger information toauth.c; the code inauth.c performs
authentication and then requestswrite_entry upon a success-
ful authentication. This involves more code changes but ensures
the policy that only authenticated users can change/etc/passwd.
Clearly, which configuration is the best choice depends on the trade-
off between security, performance, and other factors.

Two special domains are implicitly included in every configura-
tion. The first one is the OS domain, which exports the system call
interface. The second one is a per-application trusted domain. Code
in the trusted domain is not sandboxed. Developers may choose to

put performance-critical portions of applications into the trusted
domain, at the risk of a larger TCB.

The full SAL syntax is presented in appendix A. For each do-
main, developers can declare the following privileges: the set of
interface functions it can invoke; types of protection-domain, exe-
cution unit and communicator of which it is allowed to create in-
stances; the set of accessible system files. The major limitation of
uPro’s system of privileges is that privileges are statically assigned
to domain types and cannot be dynamically created or transferred.

3.3 Application loading
An application package is launched through uPro’s loader. A

package consists of a set of object files and a configuration file that
describes the application’s security architecture. The major steps in
uPro’s application launching are described as follows.

(1) Configuration file processing. The SAL configuration file is
parsed and its information is converted into an internal rep-
resentation based on hash maps and hash sets. The informa-
tion is used by uPro’s runtime for making runtime decisions.
For example, the uPro APIpd_create allows an application
to dynamically create a protection domain of a type. That
protection-domain type must have been declared in the config-
uration file so that the runtime knows how to create a domain
instance.

(2) Signal handler registration. uPro takes over the handling of
certain signals for better support of applications in the case of
multiple execution units within a process. For instance, the
Unix semantics is that the whole process is terminated if a



multi-threaded process raises aSIGSEGV signal. By contrast,
uPro registers its own signal handler forSIGSEGV so that only
the execution unit throwing that signal is terminated. However,
uPro’s approach of taking over signals has its downsides; more
discussion about this is in Section 3.5.

(3) Loading the initial instances of protection domains and exe-
cution units. According to information that is declared in the
init_config section of the configuration file, the uPro loader
sets up the initial protection domains and execution units. For
each protection domain, uPro loads the object file required for
the domain after verifying that code in the file satisfies the SFI
sandbox policy. Furthermore, trampolines that are used to in-
voke uPro’s runtime services are installed in each domain.

(4) Launching the initial execution units. The loader launches the
running of the initial execution units by transferring the control
to their entry points.

3.4 Runtime services
After an application is loaded, code in a protection domain may

request uPro’s runtime services. A service is requested by trans-
ferring the control to the relevant trampoline entry installed during
application loading time. Depending on a domain’s privileges, cer-
tain trampolines may be blocked. For example, if a domain is not
allowed to invoke thewrite syscall, then the corresponding tram-
poline entry is blocked; the entry is filled withHLT instructions.

After services are requested through trampolines, uPro saves the
domain’s state (e.g., register values) in the control block of the
domain, copies service-call arguments out to memory owned by
uPro’s runtime, performs necessary security checks, and invokes
the service. One example security check is performed before in-
voking the file-open syscall. Recall that uPro’s configuration allows
users to declare the set of system files accessible to a domain; that
restriction is enforced before the OS file-open syscall is requested.

We next go through the major runtime services provided by uPro.

Cross-domain calls. A cross-domain call (CDC) is similar to a
Remote Procedure Call (RPC), except it happens between two pro-
tection domains on a local machine. Cross-domain calls are com-
mon in privilege-separated applications. One domain may not have
direct access to privileged resources and has to invoke functions
exported by other domains for indirect access.

In a cross-domain call, the caller and the callee are in two differ-
ent domains. To support cross-domain calls and returns, uPro’s
implementation provides a CDC stub code generator and a per-
execution-unit CDC stack.

The CDC stub code generator,cdcgen, helps developers gen-
erate stub code that marshals and unmarshals data exchanged in a
CDC. In a SAL declaration file, developers can provide enhanced
type signatures of interface functions. For instance, the function
authenticate exported byauth.c has the following declaration:

int authenticate([string] char* passwd);

The syntax is based on the C function declaration syntax, plus
additional annotations in square brackets. The additional annota-
tions help automatic generation of code for data marshaling and
unmarshalling. For instance, thestring annotation above tells
thatpasswd is a null-terminated string, instead of a char array of
unspecified length. As another example, the following declaration
specifies that the first parameter is an integer array, whose length is
the second parameter.

void foo([dim:n] int* a, int n);

Given the declaration of an interface function,cdcgen generates
stub functions in domains that import and export the function. The

stub function for importing domains marshals the arguments of the
caller, invokes the uPro API functioncdc, and unmarshals the re-
turn value whencdc returns. Thecdc function copies the mar-
shaled arguments to the callee domain and invokes the correspond-
ing stub function in the exporting domain. The stub function for
the exporting domain unmarshals the arguments, calls the actual
function, marshals the return value, and invokes another uPro API
functioncdc_return. cdc_return copies the return value to the
caller domain (if there is one), and transfers the control back.

To support a chain of CDC calls and recursive CDC calls, the
implementation ofcdc andcdc_return relies on a per-execution-
unit call stack. cdc pushes a frame onto the stack;cdc_return

pops a frame from the stack and uses the information in the next
frame to restore the calling context. Each stack frame stores the
program counter, general-purpose registers, segment registers,CDC
arguments and return values, and others. The CDC call stack re-
sides in an execution unit’s control structure, stored outside of the
memory of any protection domain. Note each domain still has a
per-execution-unit local call stack inside the domain for supporting
local function calls and returns.

The CDC call stack also serves as the basis for authorization.
Recall that privileges are assigned to protection domains. In uPro,
an execution unit has the privileges owned by the top domain in the
execution unit’s CDC stack. For instance, if an execution unit starts
execution inPD1 and invokes a function inPD2, then the execution
unit owns the privileges ofPD2 during the function invocation.2

Communicator. A uPro communicator similar semantics to pipes
and sockets in inter-process communication, provided as another
inter-domain communication mechanism. Therefore, the commu-
nicator abstraction is helpful when we port a multi-process applica-
tion to run in uPro; pipes and sockets can be converted to communi-
cators. There are two kinds of communicators: unidirectional and
bidirectional. Unidirectional communicators are similar to pipes
and bidirectional communicators are similar to sockets. When the
application invokes uPro APIcom_create and it has the privi-
lege to create a communicator, uPro’s runtime creates a uni- or a
bi-directional communicator. After both protection domains call
com_open, the communicator will be registered to them and begin
functioning. com_open returns a descriptor, which is used to rep-
resent the communicator. The creator of the communicator may
invoke com_destroy to close that communicator. The ability to
create a communicator is a domain’s privilege and has to be de-
clared in the configuration file.

Dynamic management of domains and execution units.uPro
provides dynamic protection-domain creation and removal. The
API pd_create allows one domain to create another domain. There
are two creation modes. In the duplication mode, the newly cre-
ated domain duplicates the state (including code and data) of the
creation domain; this is similar to the semantics offork. The sec-
ond mode is the non-duplication mode, in which one argument of
pd_create must tell the new object file that is loaded into the new
domain. The semantics of the non-duplication mode is similar to
the semantics of afork call followed by anexec call. The two
modes help the process of porting applications to uPro; applica-
tions’ use offork andexec is changed to use ofpd_create (pos-
sibly followed by execution-unit creations). Note that the ability
for a domain to create domains of a certain type is also a privilege

2The drawback of this design is that it may suffer from confused
deputy attacks. An improved design would adopt Java’s stack in-
spection [44], which performs authorization based on the whole
stack.



and should be declared in the configuration file. uPro implements a
reference-counting mechanism to reclaim protection domains. The
control structure of a protection domain remembers the number of
execution units that can execute in the domain. When that refer-
ence count becomes zero, uPro’s runtime releases the domain and
its resources (e.g., memory, file descriptors, communicators, etc.).

Execution units can be dynamically created througheu_create

and destroyed througheu_destroy. A set of uPro API functions is
used to support synchronization between execution units. They in-
clude the support of mutexes, conditional variables and semaphores.
For example, eu_mutex_create is used to create a mutex;
eu_mutex_lock andeu_mutex_unlock acquire and release the
mutex, respectively. In Linux, these synchronization APIs are im-
plemented on top of the pthread library. uPro records a global
counter to record the number of active execution units, if the counter
hits zero, uPro runtime exits gracefully.

OS system calls.To facilitate the porting of existing applications,
uPro provides a set of API functions that are similar to Linux sys-
tem calls, including system calls that perform file and network
IOs. Most of these uPro API functions are simply wrappers of the
corresponding OS system calls (with code for performing security
checks). The benefit of exposing the OS system calls as uPro API
functions is that it helps the migration of existing applications. On
the other hand, the system-call interface is not portable across OSes
and prior research has documented various kinds of pitfalls when
security relies on the system-call interface [20]. One future work
for uPro is to design a portable, clean API interface for accessing
OS resources.

3.5 Implementation And Limitations
We started the implementation of uPro’s runtime by modifying

NaCl’s service runtime, but gradually moved away from that. NaCl
was designed to isolate browser plug-ins in the Chromium browser
and is unsuitable for general applications. In particular, its service
runtime allows only one protection domain for each plug-in. It is
impossible for one execution unit to run across multiple domains.
Furthermore, NaCl does not provide cross-domain calls within the
plugin as there is only one protection domain. It also does not
support privilege configuration, and the security checks are hard
coded into the implementation; consequently it is inconvenient to
change privileges of a protection domain.

uPro has been implemented in x86-32 Linux. uPro relies on
Google’s Native Client (NaCl) SDK to build SFI-compliant object
code. The implementation of uPro has three main components: a
configuration file parser,cdcgen, and its runtime. The configu-
ration file parser converts a SAL configuration file into uPro’s in-
ternal representation, used by uPro’s runtime. The configuration
file parser andcdcgen are implemented in 3,600 lines of Flex, Bi-
son, and C++ code. The implementation of uPro’s runtime includes
around 20,000 lines of C code.

Limitations. First, the implementation does not support an appli-
cation to register its own signal handler. Applications that rely on
their own signal handlers cannot be ported to uPro. To address this
issue, uPro’s runtime needs to be changed so that it can deliver sig-
nals to domains.

Second, our implementation ofcdcgen deals with most C types,
including primitive types, structs, and arrays. However, its imple-
mentation does not deal with pointers with arbitrary aliasing. In
the worst case, developers are still required to write their own stub
functions.

Finally, the current implementation lacks support for debugging

and profiling. Debugging sandboxed and multi-execution-unit pro-
grams is challenging.

4. EVALUATION
We have carried out a set of experiments to evaluate uPro. These

experiments are designed to answer the following questions:

(1) How does uPro’s pure software-based fault isolation compare
with process-based isolation in terms of performance?

(2) How much developer effort is needed to port applications so
that their security architectures can be described using SAL
and they can run in uPro?

To answer these questions, we first performed experiments with
a set of micro-benchmarks. They are designed to measure the per-
formance of various aspects of uPro, such as context-switch time
and cross-domain communication time. Afterwards, we compiled
a set of real-world applications and ported them to uPro. The port-
ing process gave us a direct understanding of the amount of effort
needed to port applications to uPro. After the porting, we measured
the performance and also experimented with different security con-
figurations. We next report our experimental results. All evaluation
was carried out on a system with 32-bit Ubuntu 12.04, an Intel Core
i7 870 CPU, and 4GB of memory. Thethttpd andApache exper-
iments required a second remote client machine. The machine is a
system with 32-bit Ubuntu 12.04 on Intel Core i3 350. The client
and the server were on the same Ethernet.

4.1 Micro-benchmarking
A set of micro-benchmarks were used to measure the perfor-

mance of various aspects of uPro. One interesting question is how
different the performance of uPro’s software-based isolation is from
that of process isolation. We start with a high-level comparison.
Process isolation has high overhead in context switches between
processes. Switching to a different address space involves expen-
sive translation lookaside buffer (TLB) flushing and refilling3. Con-
text switch in software-based isolation is more efficient. On the
other hand, uPro brings a few extra categories of overhead than pro-
cess isolation. First, there is the overhead for performing dynamic
checks in the object code for enforcing SFI (e.g., a mask instruction
is inserted before an indirect jump). Second, there is the overhead
for performing SFI verification. When object code is loaded into a
protection domain, uPro invokes an SFI verifier to check whether
the code satisfies the SFI sandbox policy. Finally, there is the over-
head for performing runtime security checks in uPro. For instance,
when a cross-domain call is requested, it checks whether it is al-
lowed by the configuration.

Context switch time. We used anull service call to measure
the time to switch to uPro’s runtime. When an application invokes
thisnull service call, the control escapes the protection domain to
the runtime and then immediately re-enters the domain. Thenull

service call time is the minimum overhead for an application to
invoke a service call. The following table shows the time for uPro’s
null service call and the time for Linux’sgetpid, both were the
average of 100 million calls. The table shows that the time for a
uPro context switch is slightly less than the time for switching into
the Linux kernel.

uPronull 115 ns
Linux getpid 146 ns

3Tagged TLBs do not flush all the entries, but flushing part of the
entries is still time-consuming.



Buffer size (KB) 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1,024 2,048
CDC (µs) 0.59 0.66 0.74 0.85 1.29 2.18 3.70 8.15 21.84 62.40 126.55 254.34
Communicator (µs) 0.84 0.99 1.78 2.84 5.24 10.54 42.36 128.14 292.32 607.74 1187.87 2325.75
IPC (µs) 0.74 1.11 2.12 3.73 7.08 14.94 54.45 170.93 376.43 781.28 1563.60 3200.10

Table 1: Performance comparison between CDC, communicator andIPC.

Inter-domain communication. This experiment compared the per-
formance of uPro’s inter-domain communication with inter-process
communication (IPC). In the IPC case, a pipe was established be-
tween two processes and the sender process sent a fixed-size buffer
to the receiver process. uPro’s inter-domain communication has
two kinds: cross-domain calls (CDC) and communicators. For the
CDC case, the caller domain invoked a function provided by the
callee domain and the buffer was passed as a function argument.
For the communicator case, a unidirectional communicator was at-
tached to two protection domains. Two execution units A and B
were also created. Execution unit A stayed in the sending protec-
tion domain and sent the buffer through the communicator to the
receiving protection domain, in which execution unit B ran. In all
three cases, the buffer was sent one million times. Furthermore, the
receiver read the first byte of every memory page of the received
buffer to simulate the use of the buffer.

Table 1 presents the average transmission time for buffers of
varying sizes. The results show that when the buffer size increases,
CDC performs an order of magnitude better than communicators
and IPC, and communicators performs better than IPC. uPro’s im-
plementation of CDC is completely in the user space without switch-
ing into the OS kernel. Moreover, CDC does not switch address
spaces; there is no expensive TLB flushing and refilling involved.
uPro’s communicators are built on top of OS-level pipes (or socket
pairs). Two communicator ends share the same address space and
the probability that the scheduling of them does not switch the ad-
dress space is higher than the process case.4 This experiment con-
firms that software-based isolation is better suited than process iso-
lation when inter-domain communication is frequent.

Execution-unit creation. We measured the creation time for a pro-
cess, a pthread, and a uPro execution unit. The following table lists
the results. The pthread creation is lightweight compared to the
process creation since it does not need to duplicate resource con-
trol structures. Although an execution unit in uPro is based on a
pthread, its creation involves extra time for context switching to
uPro’s runtime, security checks and others. Hence, the creation of
a uPro execution-unit consumes more time than that of a pthread
but less than a process.

Process fork 234.5µs
Pthread creation 24.1µs
uPro execution unit creation 117.3µs

Protection-domain creation. Recall that protection-domain cre-
ation has two modes: the duplication mode duplicates the state of
the parent domain; the non-duplication mode loads a new object
file into the new domain. In both modes, the time spent can be di-
vided into two parts: one is a fixed amount of time (T) spent on the

4Since there are other threads running in the system, there might
be a third thread living in a different address space (e.g., in another
process) being scheduled when switching from thread A to thread
B in the communicator experiment. In that case, a context switch
still happens between different address spaces.

control structure allocation and initialization, and trampoline in-
stallation. The other part depends on either the size of the accessed
pages in the parent domain (in the duplication mode), or the size of
the object file to be loaded (in the non-duplication mode). The sec-
ond part is almost linear to the size and therefore we measure the
time per unit size (denoted byS). The following table shows the
protection domain creation times of both modes (excluding object-
file verification time for the non-duplication mode), averaged by
executing the relevant programs 10k times.

T (µs) S (µs/MB)
Duplication mode 129.1 340.1
Non-duplication mode 135.9 690.9

In the non-duplication mode, there is a step that performs object-
file verification for checking SFI compliance. Google NaCl’s veri-
fier was used in the verification.

4.2 gzip
gzip is a command-line compression and decompression tool.

We restructuredgzip 1.2.4 to have three modules: the command-
line processing module (CLP), the compression module (COMP),
and the IO module. The CLP module passes the input and out-
put file names to the IO module. The IO module reads input-file
contents into a fixed-size input buffer, passes the input buffer to
the COMP module, which performs compression/decompression
and sends the result back to the IO module’s output buffer. The
IO module then writes the output buffer to the output file. Out of
around 10k lines ofgzip code, the restructuring required us to sep-
arate about 600 lines of code from three source files and add about
300 lines of code for interface functions. The build script was also
adjusted to build the object files separately.

The COMP module performs complex compression or decom-
pression, and its code contributes to 90% ofgzip. Therefore,
we assume a threat model in which the CLP (consisting of about
200 lines of reviewed code) and IO modules are trusted while the
COMP module is not. Our desired policy is that only the specified
input and output files will be accessed even if the COMP module
has been hijacked (because of malicious input files).

We describe a security architecture forgzip that enforces the
policy. We call itps-gzip (privilege-separatedgzip). In this ar-
chitecture, threegzip modules are loaded in three separate protec-
tion domains. The CLP and COMP domains have no file-access
privileges. It is straightforward to see that the security policy is
enforced by this architecture.

We compared the performance of nativegzip with ps-gzip by
measuring the time spent on compressing and decompressing files
with different sizes. Table 2 shows the results. CDCs, uPro context
switches and security checks mainly contribute to the performance
overhead.

We also experimented with a slightly different architecture where
the CLP and IO modules are put into one domain. To change to the
new architecture, no source code was changed. A new configura-
tion file was written and the build script was adjusted. The perfor-



File size (MB) 32 64 128 256 512
Nativegzip (sec) 1.57 2.90 5.85 12.04 24.08
ps-gzip (sec) 1.89 3.44 6.77 13.29 26.35
Overhead 16.9% 15.8% 13.6% 9.3% 8.6%

Table 2: gzip performance on files of different sizes.

Throughput (req/sec) Latency(ms/req)
Nativethttpd 6843.15±218.29 6.43±0.19
ps-thttpd 6484.56±588.49 7.09±1.06
Overhead 5.24% 6.45%

Table 3: thttpd throughput and latency (the average and stan-
dard deviation of 10k static page requests).

mance of the new architecture has no observable difference from
ps-gzip.

4.3 thttpd
The HTTP serverthttpd is a privileged program. A vulnera-

bility can potentially allow an attacker to send the server malicious
HTTP requests, take over the server, and change arbitrary system
files. Since the only system file thatthttpd is supposed to change
is its log file, we restructuredthttpd 2.25b to have two modules:
the client-interactive (CI) module, which performs server initializa-
tion (including command line parsing and server configuration file
processing), client connection management, HTTP request parsing,
web page reading, and response sending; the logging (Log) mod-
ule appends log entries to a log file. Out of around 10k lines of
code inthttpd, the restructuring involves extracting the logging
code (around 40 lines) inmain.c andlibhttpd.c to a separate
log.c file. The build script was also changed so that the two mod-
ules were built separately. For simplicity, we disabled the CGI and
http-authentication capabilities inthttpd.

We assume a threat model in which the client-interactive module
may be hijacked by attackers. We further assume the Log module
is trusted. The security policy in which we are interested is that
attackers cannot make arbitrary changes to system files under the
threat model. To enforce this policy, we developed a simple two-
domain configuration, calledps-thttpd. The first domain holds
the CI module; it is allowed to read the server configuration file
and its HTML pages, but not allowed to write to system files. The
second domain holds the Log module; it is allowed to write to the
log file. The CI domain can send new log entries to the Log domain
through a function exported by the Log domain. It is straightfor-
ward to see that this architecture enforces the desired policy.

We compared the performance (throughput and latency) of na-
tive thttpd andps-thttpd. The throughput is the average client
requests completed per second and the latency is the average time
(millisecond) spent on a single request. The performance depends
on the number of concurrent requests so we measured it with con-
current requests from 10 to 100 (with an interval of 10) and took the
average. For each number of concurrent requests, 10k requestsin
total were sent from the client to the server and the experiment was
repeated 20 times. Table 3 presents the average and standard devi-
ation forthttpd andps-thttpd. As we can see, the performance
overhead ofps-thttpd compared to nativethttpd is small.

To better understand the security benefit ofps-thttpd, we an-
alyzed the publicly known vulnerabilities ofthttpd. We searched
the National Vulnerability Database [1] and found 10 relevant vul-
nerabilities for Linuxthttpd. We analyzed each and checked
whether the new architecture would alleviate the damage caused by

attacks exploiting the vulnerability. We believe 8 of 10 cases fall
into this category. Appendix B shows detailed analysis results. As
an example, the buffer overflow vulnerability CVE-1999-1457 can
enable attackers to execute arbitrary code. By contrast,ps-thttpd

executes the vulnerable code in the CI domain, which has restricted
privileges. As a result, it cannot execute arbitrary code and hence
the damage is alleviated. As a negative example,ps-thttpd does
not contain CVE-2002-0733. It is a cross-site scripting vulnerabil-
ity that may result in arbitrary script execution on a victim client’s
browser; the new architecture improves the security of the server,
not a client machine.

4.4 Apache
Similar to thttpd, theApache web server is a privileged pro-

gram whose vulnerabilities can allow attackers to wreak havoc on
the server. Different fromthttpd, which is run as a single process,
the pre-fork model ofApache is a multi-process program. Specif-
ically, each connection is handled by a separate process, ensuring
the isolation between connections. Therefore,Apache’s pre-fork
model serves as a good example to illustrate how to port a multi-
process program to run in uPro.

For better security, we restructuredApache 2.2.21 (around 270k
lines of code). First, we separated the code that writes to system
files into separate modules, similar to the restructuring ofthttpd.
In particular,Apache writes to two sorts of system files: the log
files and the pid file.5 Therefore,Apache’s code is divided into
three modules: the client-interactive (CI) module, the logging (Log)
module and the pid-file writing (PW) module. The CI module han-
dles the command-line parsing, server configuration file parsing,
child process creation, client connection establishment, web page
file reading, and response sending. The Log module opens the log
files, writes log entries to those files and closes them. Its code was
extracted to form a separate file, involving less than 100 lines of
code changes. The PW module opens the pid file and writes the ini-
tial process ID to that file. The PW module was also separated into
a different file (10 lines).Apache’s build script was also adjusted
to build the object files from source files and the automatically gen-
erated CDC glue code.

The second restructuring was to migrateApache’s multi-process
architecture to a multi-domain, multi-execution-unit architecture.
The code changes to make this happen was actually small. Specif-
ically, we implemented a user-space library functionfork, which
first invokespd_create to duplicate the parent domain and then
invokeseu_create to create an execution unit to run in the new
domain. By directing fork calls to this new function, a process is
mapped to a combination of a domain and an execution unit.

A new architecture, calledps-Apache and visualized in Fig-
ure 4, was developed based on the above restructuring. During
initialization, the three modules are put into three protection do-
mains. The configuration also defines two execution-unit types (not
instances):EU_Main andEU_Worker. An execution unit of type
EU_Main is created during initialization. It is responsible for fork-
ing pairs of domains and execution units for handling connections.
As discussed, a child process in the originalApache is mapped to
a domain with an execution unit; the domain duplicates the CI do-
main and the execution unit is allowed to run in the duplicated CI
domain and the Log domain. In terms of privileges, CI domains are
allowed to read server configuration files and HTML pages. The
single Log domain is allowed to write to log files; it is shared by

5The pid file records the ID of the initial server process, which is
the parent of all child processes for handling connections; the file is
used to facilitate administrators to terminate malfunctioning child
processes.



Figure 4: A new architecture for Apache. Lines are used to in-
dicate what domains an execution unit are allowed to enter. For
instance, the main EU is allowed to enter the main CI domain,
the PW domain, and the Log domain.

all CI domains and exports functions to CI domains to log events.
The single PW domain is allowed to write to the pid file and only
the master execution unit is allowed to enter it. This architecture
demonstrates the benefit of separating types and instances as the
number of domains and execution units is not fixed statically.

Similar to thttpd, we assume a threat model in which the CI
module may be hijacked by attackers and assume the other two
modules are trusted. The architecture aforementioned enforces two
interesting security policies. The first policy is that, even if a CI
domain has been hijacked, the attacker cannot change any system
files. The second policy is about the isolation between connections:
even if an attacker has hijacked the CI domain of a connection,
other connections’ states stored in CI domains are not affected.

We measured and compared the throughput and latency of native
Apache andps-Apache. Different fromthttpd, which has only
one execution unit at runtime, nativeApache andps-Apache have
multiple execution units when running. We configured both servers
so that the number of execution units at runtime was fixed6. The
measurement and result processing was performed in the same way
as inthttpd’s experiment, given a specific number of execution
units. Table 4 presents the results with the leftmost column show-
ing the number of execution units. In most cases,ps-Apache’s
overhead is small.

We also carried a security analysis onps-Apache by inspecting
the publicly knownApache vulnerabilities posted on the Apache
website [2]. We picked those vulnerabilities in the Linux platform
and with respect to the pre-fork model. There are 35 in total. After
analyzing each vulnerability, we concludedps-Apache can allevi-
ate the damages of 10 out of 35 vulnerabilities. Most of the vul-
nerabilities that cannot be contained are denial-of-service attacks,
which are out of the capability of uPro (but see discussion in the
future-work section). Due to space limitation, the analysis table is
not included in the paper.

4.5 Summary of experiments
The results show that uPro is promising. In all cases, uPro pro-

vides enhanced security and a high-level security architecture de-
scription to developers. The performance overhead is also modest.
Each application does require effort to port to uPro, but we believe
the security gains are well worth of the effort.

6Apache can dynamically adjust the number of processes to adapt
to the server load.

5. FUTURE WORK
In uPro, developers statically assign privileges to code in pro-

tection domains. Its drawback is that it does not support dynamic
creation/revocation of privileges and transferring of privileges from
one domain to another; furthermore, there is no notion that allows
treating data owned by a protection domain at different security
levels. These features are useful in many practical situations, but
the challenge is how to prevent privileges from being propagated
arbitrarily. We believe the model of decentralized information-flow
control (DIFC [32]) provides a nice solution, as demonstrated by
recent process-level DIFC systems [16, 49, 26]. Therefore, a future
improvement on uPro is to combine it with DIFC to implement a
protection-domain-level DIFC system. The SAL configuration will
allow specification of initial security labels of domains, but labels
of domains may change dynamically because of new data received,
explicit declassification, or newly created categories of labels. The
uPro runtime will monitor inter-domain information flow and pre-
vent forbidden information flow. We believe such an extension
will provide much more flexibility to uPro, while maintaining its
strength (low context-switch overhead, flexible configuration, and
OS independence).

One benefit of uPro is it does not change the OS kernel and can
be ported to other OS platforms, similarly to the case that a Java
Virtual Machine is portable. We plan to port our Linux implemen-
tation to other OSes, including Windows and Mac OS. Because
different OSes have different OS system-call interfaces, adopting
a POSIX-like system-call interface in uPro while maintaining the
ease of migrating legacy applications will be a challenge.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We advocate the architectural approach to security. A globally

defined and enforced security architecture not only provides a good
defense against attacks, but also serves as the basis for building in-
formal and formal assurance cases (as Rushby has argued in his
papers on separation kernels [38, 37]). A user-space framework
such as uPro provides additional benefits of efficiency, flexibility,
and OS independence. The key enabling technique is software-
based fault isolation (SFI). Previous work has demonstrated that
SFI is suitable for isolating untrusted third-party components such
as browser plug-ins and device drivers. uPro demonstrates that SFI
is equally applicable when enforcing more fine-grained security
architectures within an application. Our experience suggests that
this approach enhances security, and is practical in terms of perfor-
mance and flexibility. We believe that the same architectural ap-
proach can be generalized to enforce a variety of security policies,
from information-flow policies to availability policies for address-
ing denial-of-service attacks.
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APPENDIX

A. SAL GRAMMAR
SAL grammar is shown below. In the grammar, non-terminals are en-

closed in angle brackets and we use〈t〉 to stand for a list of〈t〉s.

〈cfg〉 ::= 〈ty_decl〉 〈init_cfg〉 〈cdc_decl〉
〈ty_decl〉 ::= 〈pd_ty_decl〉 | 〈eu_ty_decl〉 | 〈com_ty_decl〉
〈pd_ty_decl〉 ::= PD_Type 〈id〉 {

import= 〈id〉 : {〈id〉};
export= {〈id〉};
pd_creation= {〈id〉};
eu_creation= {〈id〉};
com_creation= {〈id〉};
sysfile= {〈string〉};

}
〈eu_ty_decl〉 ::= EU_Type 〈id〉 {
master= {〈id〉};
workers= {〈id〉}

}
〈com_ty_decl〉 ::= COM_Type 〈id〉 {
kind= 〈com_kind〉;

sender= 〈id〉;
receiver= 〈id〉

}
〈com_kind〉 ::= single | double
〈init_cfg〉 ::= init_config { 〈creation〉}
〈creation〉 ::= 〈pd_creation〉 | 〈eu_creation〉
〈pd_creation〉 ::= create 〈id〉 : 〈id〉 (〈string〉)
〈eu_creation〉 ::= create 〈id〉 : 〈id〉 (〈id〉,{〈id〉})
〈cdc_decl〉 ::= 〈annotated_type〉 〈id〉 (〈param〉)
〈param〉 ::= 〈annotated_type〉 〈id〉
〈annotated_type〉 ::= [〈attr〉] 〈c_type〉
〈attr〉 ::= string | dim :〈int〉 | dim :〈id〉

B. THTTPD SECURITY ANALYSIS
Table 5 presents the security analysis onps-thttpd in terms of contain-

ing nativethttpd vulnerabilities.

Vulnerability Analysis
CVE-2009-4491 Not contained.

Log-escape-sequence injection vulnerability. The
logging function does not sanitize non-printable char-
acters in a log entry. The attack happens when the
web server is executed in a foreground process that
displays logs in the terminal or when the log files are
viewed with tools such as “cat” or “tail”. Since no
escape sequence check is added before logging,ps-
thttpd does not contain this vulnerability.

CVE-2007-0664 Contained.
This vulnerability leads to arbitrary file reading;ps-
thttpd restricts the set of client-readable files to the
set defined in the configuration file.

CVE-2003-0899 Contained.
A buffer overflow vulnerability in thedefang func-
tion in the CI module. Its damage is contained by
ps-thttpd.

CVE-2002-1562 Contained.
This vulnerability allows attackers to read arbitrary
files in the root directory.ps-thttpd contains this
vulnerability by restricting the system files that can
be visited.

CVE-2002-0733 Not contained.
This cross-site scripting vulnerability may lead to ar-
bitrary script execution on a victim client’s browser
and this cannot be contained byps-thttpd because
it protects only the server.

CVE-2001-1496 Contained.
An off-by-one buffer overflow vulnerability happen-
ing in CI is contained byps-thttpd.

CVE-2001-0892 Contained.
This vulnerability allows attackers to bypass file per-
missions and read arbitrary files.ps-thttpd forbids
arbitrary file access by restricting system-file opera-
tions.

CVE-2000-0359 Contained.
This is a buffer overflow vulnerability in CI; it is con-
tained byps-thttpd.

CVE-1999-1456 Contained.
This vulnerability allows attackers to read arbitrary
files. ps-thttpd forbids arbitrary file access by re-
stricting system-file operations.

CVE-1999-1457 Contained.
This is a buffer overflow vulnerability in a function
that parses dates in CI. It is contained byps-thttpd
by limiting the privileges of CI.

Table 5: thttpd vulnerability analysis


